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INPUT LIST

Ch. no Instr. Mic / XLR Inserts FX Note VCA

1 Kick in Beta 91A / D6 comp, gate I, II

2 Snare top 57 (Beta) comp I, II

5 Tom 904 / D2 comp, gate I, II

6 Floor tom Beta 52 / D6 comp, gate I, II

7 OH L 421 / C451 / NT5 I, II

8 OH R 421 / C451 / NT5 I, II

9 Bass D6 / 52A I

10 Guitar L SM57 / E906 I

11 Sampler L XLR I

12 Sampler R XLR I

13 Lead vox 2 (Filip) 58 (beta) comp FOH, (in-ear NO comp) reverb (15%) I, III

14 Lead vox 1 (Martin) 58 beta comp FOH, (in-ear NO comp) reverb (15%) own I, III

15 Backing vox (Ronald) 58 (beta) comp FOH, (in-ear NO comp) reverb (15%) I, III

16 Click track jack line only into in-ear
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BACKLINE

John Wolfhooker has its own backline. We don't lend our backline without previous agreement. The drummer plays his own drumset unless agreed 

otherwise in advance. We are asking for a space on the stage or near the stage, where we can safely keep our drumset and the rest of the backline. 

STAFF 

Stagehands for load in, fit up and load out if possible; one audio tech familiar with sound system; one lighting operator are required.

STAGE

Promoter will provide dry, clean, safe and empty stage preferably 6x4m or larger with only possible entrance for people who are in charge with 230V/

16A power socket unless agreed otherwise in advance. 

SET

By appointment, standard: 

Setting up the stage: 15 minutes

Soundcheck: 20 minutes

Length of the set: 45 minutes 

BACKSTAGE

The promoter will provide lockable separate dressing room for 7 people or a space near the stage for safe storage of personal stuff with AC outlet and 

restroom not open to the public. 
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MERCHANDISE 

An area of the lobby or other suitable place should be set aside for sales of JW merchandise. At least one table of approx. 1.5m length is required for 

this. 

PARKING

Parking should be provided at no cost to JW close to the loading door. In the case of sleepover please provide a safe place to park. 

CATERING

Please provide a hot meal for 7 people, available after soundcheck: 

- meal: 1x gluten-free vegan and 6x vegan or 7x 10 euro for buy-out

- still water in plastic bottles

- hot beverages, beer 

ACCOMMODATION

A warm, clean, dry and safe accommodation for 7 people with mattresses and shower. 

GUESTLIST

The number of guests according to previous agreement. Final guestlist will be given by band/manager before the show (unless requested otherwise). 
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ADVERTISING & PROMOTION

There's a large amount of promo material we can send to you for advertising purposes. Don't hesitate to write, if you need posters or flyer and promo 

templates, logos or pictures in various file formats. Just get in contact with us. We appreciate good design, whether it's professional or just made from 

the heart. 

SECURITY

Please ensure at all times that the stage, dressing room and mix position are off limits and secure. 

CONTACTS

Filip Vlček (band) wolfhooker@gmail.com, +420 727 876 497 

Ronald Janeček (band) wolfhooker@gmail.com, +420 607 602 366

Rastislav Bača (booking), booking@johnwolfhooker.com, +421 918 204 091 

Tomáš Novotný (FOH), +420 774 919 272

Thank you for all your help!
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